Pocket Door Frame

The framework is formed from slim, smooth-faced aluminum sections (except the pocket which is steel) giving an elegant, clean and graceful appearance. Every line and every detail of this advanced design expresses slimmness, strength and serviceability.

Different design effects may be created by combining various types of finishes to suit a specific purpose, whether it be for an office, reception area or a conference room.

Expansion and reorganization demand constant changes in interior arrangements and these PRE-BILT™ door frames make it possible to adapt to such changes with minimum expense and delay.

AVAILABLE IN:

3-3/4” Throat for 1-3/8” Door
4-7/8” Throat for 1-3/4” Door
CHECK THESE FEATURES!

1. The frame and pocket are shipped completely assembled (less door and pull).

2. The snap on trim can be removed to allow for the installation of a replacement door (i.e. decor change).

3. The floor anchor at the pocket opening allows for precise spacing of the pocket opening.

4. Nylon faced door guide allows for quiet and continual free movement of the door into the pocket.

5. A completely assembled unit reduces installation cost.

6. The pocket cavity is completely incombustible.

7. The snap-on trim completes an appealing look, designed to closely resemble our swinging door frame.

8. Wallboards are installed after the frame, allowing all the rough work to be completed prior to the installation of the finish trim.

9. All parts are shipped from one location.